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Signal Seeker 

Articles about chapter events and the members present technical subjects, and 

personal experiences present that would be of interest to the Mid-Atlantic Chapter 

(MAC) membership are welcome for inclusion in the Signal Seeker.  In addition 

classified advertisements may be submitted for inclusion, space permitted.  Email is 

the preferred means, but we have the ability to scan both text and pictures if you sent 

them by mail. 

Signal Seeker Schedule 

Issue Date   Article Due   Publish Date 

Spring   March 15   March 29 

Summer   June 1   June 15 

Fall    September 1  September 15 

Winter   December 1   December 15 

 

Business Card Advertising 

Business cards must be no larger than 2-inches by 3.5 inches.  Yearly Rates:  MAC 

members; $20.00, non-members; $30.00. 

Commercial Advertising 

   Full Year Single Issue 

Full Page  $250.00 $65.00 

Half Page  $140.00 $35.00 

Quarter Page  $75.00 $20.00 

1/16 Page   $50.00 $15.00 

 

Member Corvette related classified “wanted and parts for sale” are free; however, 

they cannot be carried over to the next issue unless requested before the issue 

deadline.  
PARTS WANTED:  Jim Cella is looking for the following parts for his ’64; bias ply white wall tires, jack 

handle without hole, radio speaker, RH tinted vent window dated VC, white seat belts, outside 

rearview mirror with bowtie dated Sept/Dec 63, a Holly carb for a ’64 L76 model 4150 #2818 

w/primary stamped 4094 and secondary stamped 4099, and a set of T-3 headlights for a 1964.  If 

anyone can help Jim find these parts contact him at jamesinyork@comcast.net. 

 

Warehouse space to share in Winchester, $400.00 a month. Near airport, 40 mile from Leesburg, Va. 

Has office, bathroom, loft area above the office. 30 x 47, 1410 sq. ft. (total) – 705 sq. ft. per person to 

use. Absolutely NO BODYWORK/PAINTING ALLOWED, no exceptions. Can be used for storage, light 

mechanical work, brake jobs, car detailing, etc. Contact Jim Whalley, (571)-265-2920, for details and 

pictures. 
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2016 MAC Board of Directors 
Elected officers  

Chairman    Jerry Duffy    duffey302@cox.net 

Vice Chairman   Jim Board    jboard@cox.net 

Treasurer    Don Harris    donh45@yahoo.com 

Secretary    Steve Snyder   steve_n_marie@comcast.net 

Judging Chairman              Sam Neide                               sam.neide@verizon.net  

 

Regional Directors 

Northeastern   Steve Ferry    steve.ferry@verizon.net 

Southeastern   Ken Hartzog   corvette6976@cox.net 

Southwestern   Bob Baird    envcons@comcast.net 

Northwestern   Ron Wilson    wilball@comcast.net 

 

Appointed Board Members 

Charitable Activities        Ellen and K.C. Strawmyre              suestrawmyre@embarqmail.com 

Historian    John Carpenter   jocarpenter@comcast.net 

Membership Manager  Reid Newcomb   newcomb.reid@comcast.net 

Merchandise Manager             On Line at:  Coming Soon  

Nat’l Corvette Museum   Jim Board    jboare@cox.net 

NCRS Chapter Awards Rep Martha Baird    envcons@comcast.net 

Personal Property Manager  Bob Baird    envcons@comcast.net 

Signal Seeker Editor   Jim Hofferbert   hofferje@comcast.net 

Signal Seeker Pub. & Dist.   Larry Negley &Ron Wilson  larry.negley@acps.k12.md.us 

          wilball@comcast.net 

Technical Advisors   Mike McCagh & Jeremy Turner marylandmissle@atlanticbb.net 

          Turnerjt63@comcast.net 

Website Manager   Gary Wilkerson   gary.wilkerson@comcast.net 
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MAC Membership 

Reid Newcomb 

Welcome New Members:  For detailed contact information on new members, please 

contact Reid at newcomb.reid@comcast.net. 

We at MAC take great pride in welcoming our new members.  Our chapter has been growing 

and striving to meet new challenges since 1982.  Our members come from a variety of 

backgrounds, some with expertise on restorations, some with knowledge of Corvette history and 

some who just enjoy taking an occasional drive on a Sunday afternoon.  Whatever your interests 

may be, please take some time to mark your calendar with our upcoming events and activities.  

As always, we look forward to seeing you and your family attending MAC events (your car or 

cars to be included of course).  Should you have any membership questions, please call Reid 

Newcomb at (410) 742-3070, email newcomb.reid@comcast.net or contact any MAC officer. 

New Members since the last Signal Seeker:  Mark Krial, Reston, VA; Davis Mizell, Salisbury, 

MD; Michael and Terri Egan, Herndon VA; Edward and Margo Szeliga, Keswick, VA; Patricia 

and Richard Kropac, Powhatan, VA.  When you meet these great folks please greet them like 

the family they are.   

We have also received a new e-mail address for Dave Gray:  gray6363@gmail.com.  Please 

contact him there. 

 

Dave McLellan autographing the dash of Jim Hofferbert’s C4 
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MAC Schedule of Events 
 

January 
21-24 

Florida Regional 
Lakeland, FL 

March / April ? MAC Tech Session and or Judging School 
Klick Lewis Chevrolet 
Palmyra, PA  ? 

March 19-21 Arizona Regional 
Tucson, Arizona 

April TBA MAC Tech Session and Judging School 
 

April 23-25 Carolinas Regional  
Concord, NC 

April 23-25 Spring Carlisle 
Carlisle, PA 

May TBA MAC Road Tour 
 

May 14-17 Heart of America Regional  
Joplin, MO 

May TBA MAC Judging School and Mini-Judging Meet 
 

June TBA MAC Spring Judging Meet and School 
 

July 19-24 National Convention 
Denver, CO 

August 28-30 Corvettes at Carlisle 
Carlisle, PA 

August 29 13th Annual Picnic 
Shippensburg, PA 
K.C and Sue Strawmyre (717-423-6735) 
Mike and Connie Hair (717-263-0792) 

September 10-12 Wisconsin Regional  
Oconomowoc, WI 

September TBA Corvette Days  
@ Sully Historic Site, Chantilly, VA 

October 1-4 Fall Carlisle 
Carlisle, PA 

October TBA MAC Tech Session 
 

  

October 22-24 Texas Regional 
Frisco TX 

November TBA MAC Annual Meeting 
Location: ? 

Once the schedule is finalized by the BOD it 
will be broadcast to everyone. 

Please be patient.                                                                                                              
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 Message from the Chair / Jerry Duffey 

 

 

Hi MAC Members, 
 

First, let me begin by saying that I have really enjoyed being the MAC Chairman this past 

year.  I think we have accomplished a lot of good things for the chapter.  We took care of 

some old business and tried some new ideas.  I believe all went well, even though Jim 

Board can’t predict the weather!  

I would like to thank Page Campbell for serving as Judging Chairman for the past two 

years and for all of the help that he provided me this year. 

There are many people that help make the chapter run smoothly by putting in their time 

and energy.  I would like to thank the Board of Directors, the different managers, and the 

people who present at Judging Schools and Tech Sessions.   

Again I would like to thank the members who hosted our special events; Mike and Lea 

McCagh, Frank Buck, David Walker (Zip Products), Rick Risser (Klick Lewis Chevrolet), 

and John Evans (Jack Evans Chevrolet).  I would also like to throw in Casey and Sue 

Strawmyre, even though their picnic is not a MAC event, it sure looks like it.   

At this time we are involved in planning next year’s activities.  There will be judging and 

tech sessions, along with our usual judging meet.  We will also have a Road Tour to a 

museum and Corvette Day.  Hopefully all of this will be finalized by the middle of January 

and sent out by Chapter email.   

 

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! 

Your MAC Chairman,  

Jerry Duffey 
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      Signal Seeker’s Editor’s Message                           

by Jim Hofferbert 

 

Well, this issue brings to a close my first year as your Signal Seeker editor.  What 

a year it has been.  Taking over after John and Sue Carpenter spent the previous 

5 years publishing a world class newsletter was quite scary.  Your continual 

compliments and encouragement have kept me going.  (The job is still open to whoever 

wants it.  I’m sure you’re out there.) 

 

I would be remiss if I didn’t thank all those contributors that have made this 

newsletter what it is.  Technical articles contributed by Bob Baird (two), Bill 

Sangrey, Don Harris, Gary Seymour, and Jerry Duffey helped us achieve NCRS 

Chapter of the year award again.  Please keep the articles coming.  I already have 

a good start for next year. 

 

Besides myself, articles of interest have been contributed by Ron Dill, Ron Wilson, 

and Tom Vollrath.  Don and Kathy Lindman submitted an outstanding article 

covering the National Road Tour to Denver.  Along with the pictures it was like 

you were right there with them.  Well, not quite, but enough to make you want to 

join in next year, thanks to Don and Kathy. 

 

Also, a huge thanks goes out to the sponsors of our tech sessions which fed 

material into this publication.  John Evans (Jack Evans Chevrolet), Frank Buck, 

Mike and Lea McCagh (Mini judging meet at the Farm), Dave Walker (Zip 

Products) and Rick Risser (Klick Lewis Chevrolet) all were wonderful hosts. 

 

If everything goes as planned I intend to change from formatting in Word to 

Publisher.  I still have things to learn (surprise)!    

As this year closes out, next year promises to be just as exciting if not better. 

See you around. 
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National Corvette Museum Ambassador’s Report 

Jim Board (8093) 

Greetings MAC Members! 

Fall is upon us as I write this NCM Ambassador’s Report, and winter is right 

around the corner. The driving season is over for some of you, and the Corvettes 

are resting in their annual forced hibernation. But the NCM still has some 

activities scheduled I know Corvette enthusiasts will enjoy.  

This winter we have the NCM Museum in Motion (MiM) experiencing the Daytona 

Rolex 24 from January 27 to February 1. As a Corvette Racing fan, I know you will 

love watching the fastest cars in the world battle through this brutal 24-hour 

endurance race. Maybe you are ready to enjoy the beautiful southwest weather. 

March 7 to 13 you can enjoy the NCM MiM Tucson Experience. The Tucson 

Corvette Club will host MiM Tours around the Tucson area, including scenic 

drives to Saguaro National Park, Sabino Canyon, and the Superstition Mountain 

Area. The NCM MiM Tour will end with a day in the hardscrabble Wild West town 

of Tombstone. Visit the NCM website for more information on MiM and much 

more. http://www.corvettemuseum.org/  

The NCM has more to offer than many Corvette enthusiasts realize. Did you know 

that the NCM sells build sheets and window stickers for any Corvette assembled 

in Bowling Green since the GM Plant opened in 1981? They are available for 

purchase and you can even get them laminated, or etched into slate, tempered 

glass or aluminum. To get your build sheet or window sticker visit, 

http://www.corvettemuseum.org/learn/library-archives/build-sheets-window-

stickers/ 

Current information on NCM events and much more can always be found at the 

NCM website. http://www.corvettemuseum.org/ 

Stay warm!  
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   Your Add Here 

For Sale:  1966 Corvette Coupe (VIN 

194376S101412)  – 327/350 L79 MON, M-21 (rebuilt) 

Mossport Green/ Black leather, side-pipes, AM-FM. 

Driver quality, needs a little work.   Driver quality, has a 

67 rear clip. Nice dry frame.  Lots of work done to car 

since I owned it. Extra parts go with car. 

Age/health/space restraints forces sale. Call for 

price/information/more pictures. Jim Whalley (571)-

265-2920. NCRS member # 13860 

 

1991 ZR-1  Red w Red interior, 9,000 miles, second 

long term owner, sold new by Casey Chevrolet Newport 

News Va.  All paper work, Tires replaced but have 

origional tires to go with car.  No damage or paint 

work.  Has new injectors (ethanol resistant) Extra black 

Delco oil filters    $24,000 / offer.  Vin 

1G1YZ23J9M5800158.  John Garnett, Spotsylvania, 

Va   540 845 2727 
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“Understanding Hand Tools” 
By Ron Wilson, reprint from Signal Seeker Spring issue 2007 

Those of you who have a few hand tools will most likely have no trouble identifying the following tools and 

may also be able to identify with their uses.  If you can’t, your tools are most likely still in their original 

wrappers. 

DRILL PRESS:  A tall upright machine useful for suddenly snatching flat metal bar stock out of your hand so that it smacks 
you in the chest and flings your beer across the room, splattering it against that freshly-stained heirloom piece you were 
drying. 
WIRE WHEEL:  Cleans paint off bolts and then throws them somewhere under the workbench with the speed of light.  
Also removes fingerprints and hard-earned guitar calluses from fingers in about the time it takes you to say, “YEOWW’! 
ELECTRIC HAND DRILL:  Normally used for spinning pop rivets in their holes until you die of old age. 
SKILL SAW:  A portable cutting tool used to make studs too short. 
PLIERS:  Used to round off bolt heads.  Sometimes used in the creation of blood-blisters. 
BELT SANDER:  An electric sanding tool commonly used to convert minor touch-up jobs into major refinishing jobs. 
HACKSAW:  One of a family of cutting tools built on the Ouija board principle.  It transforms human energy into a 
crooked, unpredictable motion, and the more you attempt to influence its course, the more dismal your future 
becomes. 
VICE-GRIPS:  Generally used after pliers to completely round off bolt heads.  If nothing else is available, they can also be 
used to transfer intense welding heat to the palm of your hand. 
OXYACETYLEBE TORCH:  Used almost entirely for lighting various flammable objects in your shop on fire.  Also handy for 
igniting the grease inside the wheel hub you want the bearing race out of. 
TABLE SAW:  A large stationary power tool commonly used to launch wood projectiles for testing wall integrity. 
E-Z OUT BOLT AND STUD EXTRACTOR:  A tool ten times harder than any known drill bit that snaps neatly off in bolt 
holes thereby ending any possible future use. 
RADIAL ARM SAW:  A large stationary power saw primarily used by most shops to scare neophytes into choosing 
another line of work. 
TOW-TON ENGINE HOIST:  A tool for testing the maximum tensile strength of everything you forgot to disconnect. 
CRAFTSMAN ½ X 24 – INCH SCREWDRIVER:  A very large pry bar that inexplicably has an accurately machined 
screwdriver tip on the end opposite the handle. 
PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVER:  Normally used to stab the vacuum seals under lids and for opening old-style paper –and-tin oil 
cans and splashing oil on your shirt; but can also be used, as name implies, to strip out Phillips screw heads.  Women 
excel at using this tool. 
STREIGHT SCREWDRIVER:  a tool for opening paint cans.  (It is sometimes used to convert common slotted screws into 
non-removable screws.) 
AIR COMPRESSOR:  A machine that takes energy produced in a coal-burning power plant 200 miles away and transforms 
it into compressed air that travels by hose to a Chicago Pneumatic impact wrench that grips rusty bolts which were last 
over tightened 30 years ago by someone at Ford, and instantly rounds off their heads.  Can also be used to quickly snap 
off lug nuts. 
PRY BAR:  a tool used to crumple the metal surrounding that clip or bracket you needed to remove in order to replace a 
50 cent part. 
HOSE CUTTER:  A tool used to make hoses too short. 
HAMMER:  Originally employed as a weapon pf war, the hammer nowadays is used as a kind of divining rod to locate 
the most expensive parts adjacent the object we are trying to hit. 
MECHANIC’S KNIFE:  Used to open and slice through the contents of cardboard cartons delivered to your front door; 
works particularly well on contents such as seats, vinyl records, liquid in plastic bottles, collector magazines, refund 
checks, and rubber or plastic parts.  Especially useful for slicing work clothes, but only while in use. 
DAMMIT TOOL:  Any handy tool that you grab and throw across the garage while yelling “DAMMIT” at the top of your 
lungs.  It is also, most often the next tool that you will need. 
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Klick Lewis Tech Session 

October 17
th

. 

As people arrived, acquaintances were renewed over coffee and donuts 

graciously provided by Rick Risser of Klick Lewis Chevrolet.  The session opened 

at 9:15 am.  Jerry Duffey called to order the membership meeting to discuss and 

determine the future of proxy voting within MAC.  The minutes of the meeting 

follow: 

 

NCRS MID-ATLANTIC CHAPTER 

MINUTES 

KLICK-LEWIS TECH SESSION AND JUDGING SCHOOL 

OCTOBER 17TH, 2015 

A MAC membership meeting to vote on the status of proxy voting within the chapter was held during the Klick-Lewis 

tech session and judging school on October 17th 2015.  25 members were in attendance (see attached). 

The meeting was called to order by Chairman Jerry Duffey at 9:15 AM.   

Background 

It was discovered during the 2014 annual meeting and election that the chapter had no procedure for proxy voting.  The 

Board of Directors then appointed an ad hoc committee to look into the issue.  Upon in depth research the committee 

recommended to the BOD that the statement within the by-laws, “Presentation of Proxy votes”, article 7.10 line 2, be 

dropped from the section outlining the order of business.  This was passed by the board and is now being presented to 

the membership at large. 

There was discussion on the definition and application for proxy voting, as well as the difference between it and 

absentee voting, which is a separate issue entirely and would need to be addressed in the future as a separate issue if 

needed. 

Motion 

 Bill Sangrey motions to remove article 7.10 line 2 from the by-laws,  

 Dave Gray seconds the motion.   

 All members were in favor. 

 Motion PASSES  
 

Chairman Jerry Duffey thanks everyone for their participation in this vote and releases the members of the committee 

formed to research the proxy voting issue from their duties. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Steve Snyder 

Secretary  
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          Jerry discussing proxy voting issue.                       Next, Gary Dukeman presented the process of restoring  

                                                                    His 1962; and, OH BOY, what he found. 

 

    

The car was black when he bought it in driving condition.  What he found underneath was beige, with evidence. 

 

   

              The evidence!!!  What a find!!!                                  Restored back to its original color - Beautiful   
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Before and after lunch Jerry Duffey discussed the findings he ran across while in the process of restoration on 

 

      

His ’64 coupe.  Original findings, in certain areas differed from what the NCRS manual calls for.  What’s new? 

        

After lunch Gary Seymour discussed his ’67 rolling            We then proceded to judge the chassis as a judging  

Chassis.  This is the third time he has owned this car.          school.  Page Campbell directed the process. 
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     If only it was this easy on the judging field.                              Rarely do we have this kind of access. 

              

          Another view.  (Nice rear end)                                         Denny Brightbill won the 50/50 raffle and 

                                                                                                    Donated the winnings back to the Wounded 

                                                                                                    Warriors Project.  Thanks Denny!  

                      Everyone hard at work. 

Thanks also goes to Rick Risser for providing lunch and the facility used for the 

tech session.  He and his staff are always willing to go out of their way to make 

the event a great one.  Let’s see everyone at our next event.                                                                                                                                                                                  
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HOW TO REBUILD A 67 CORVETTE GAS TANK BUILD SHEET 

By Gary Seymour #7140 

10/18/15 

In 1999, I went to look at a project car a hundred plus miles from home.  It was a 67 marina blue coupe and had my 

favorite interior….blue/white combo.  It was a humble-looking worn car with original interior.  I was told it was a 

427/400 tri-power car.  The original looking gauges supported that, but the original motor was gone.  The old gal had 

gone through the hands of a few guys who thought they would restore it, then lost interest and sold it.  I asked if there 

was any documentation.  The seller said no, only that the guy he bought it from said it was a 427/400 and that he once 

had a complete tank sheet showing that.  But, unfortunately that seller left the tank sheet laying on his garage 

workbench and the mice chewed it into little pieces.   

I further quizzed the owner about the tank sheet, and he said he saw the pieces in an envelope the prior owner had but 

did not take them thinking they were of no value. I decided to buy the car and told the seller I wanted those pieces.  He 

assured me he would get them if still available.  

To my surprise, a few weeks later a letter arrived containing the pieces of the tank sheet. I was very pleased the pieces 

were in good condition with good print.  There were lots of pieces missing though.  I studied them intently for any clue it 

was a 427/400 car.  Maybe. 

I am a collector of tank sheets and after a time I decided to find several that were for 427/400 cars.  I found one that was 

a low option sheet like my car was, made a copy and then started placing my pieces on the copy.  Soon, I had built 

enough of a tank sheet to have an idea of what the car was.  A “400” car tank sheet has two motor designations on it, 

L36 and after that (under the comfort section) would be L68.  I could see the L36 (427/390) piece at the top where it 

should be.  As for the L68, the only indication was one piece with an “L” on it and directly under it an option with an 

“N1.”  Under the “comfort” section of a complete tank sheet, the L68 would be right above any of the several “N” 

numbered option codes if any.  As for the “N1” there could only be two options, N14 for side pipes and N11 for off-road 

exhaust.  Since my car had rocker panel brackets, it must have been an N11 code.  All considered, the pieces said it was a 

400 car.  See pictures attached of the piecing and a couple of real 400 tank sheets for reference (disregard camera dates 

on pictures). 

I too became one of those “love the project/tired of it guys” and sold it in 2000.  The next owner was able to trace the 

ownership back to 1969 and it was verified to be a 400 car.  He restored the car as shown and still owns it today. 

Now you know how to rebuild a tank sheet! 
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Tank sheet pieces received in envelope from prior owner I laid out on a piece of paper. 

 

 

Two real tank sheets for 427/400 cars showing L36 and the L68 followed by “N” codes 
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The pieces placed on a copy of a real L68 tank sticker. 
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Note the last piece with “L” and under it “N1” 

 

The car after full body-off restoration.  Yes, it was a real headrest car, but not a real side pipe car. 
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1964-65 air conditioning parts 

One of the least known judging areas for the C2 is the car that shows up with air Conditioning.  There were not many 

cars produced in 64 and 65 that had air.  Of the total production (45,791) for the two-year period only 4411 had air 

conditioning.  April of 63 was the first air conditioning was offered in a corvette.     

         It is understandable the correct compressor, brackets and other parts were unknown to many judges and present 

day owners. Today, things have changed, over the last few years; some members have spent a considerable amount of 

time trying to get the correct part on the correct car.  

          The air conditioning system is like the other systems of the car.  There are parts with certain configuration, 

numbers and markings that will allow you to identify the year and in some cases the horsepower of the car.    

          I have not gotten to deep with this article because as you might expect, there are many parts that make up the 

system.  I have tried to pick out the most noticeable and in certain cases, parts that are not in the present judging 

manuals.  I have also confined myself to the 64, 65 years as the parts are pretty consistent.  I reference 1963 and 66 as 

comparison to show some of the changes that occurred through the years.  

          Remember nothing is absolute, very early 1964 cars will show 1963 parts and early 1966 cars may have 1965 parts.  

Also the muffler configuration seems to have changed at mid production in 64, 65 and 66.   

               I hope this helps some of the judges and of course the owners of C2 air-conditioned cars.  

  Jerry Duffey  

1964-1965 Compressor
Notice the swedged front as compared to the 1966, which had the crimped front.  
Reproduction muffler with the correct two shrader valves, one on each side.  Late 1965s may 
have 1966 version of muffler with only one valve.  Original mufflers are attached with an F-
bolt.  Original mufflers might be stamped with MZ or W2 (however you’re looking at it).  
Notice the reproduction is not flat at the end and is not stamped.  

Swedged
Front

Shrader
Valve
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1966 Compressor with a crimped front

Notice the yellow ink inspection stamp marked ok final test in a circle and 
the word CHEV stamped below it.  This stamp is also found on 1964-65 
compressors.

Crimped 
Front

 

1966 Compressor w/ Original Muffler showing one 
Shrader Valve

Notice the flatness of the original muffler end.  The front of 1966 
compressors are crimped instead of swedged, like those of 1963-65 
compressors. 

One Valve
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1964-65 Compressor

Showing original Frigidaire and caution labels.

Model # 6550133 used on base L75 and L79 engines.

 

 

Back side of early 1964 Compressor
Notice the location of the date directly underneath the large openings.  The 
date is J-28-3 (October 28th, 1963).  On the left side of the picture is the relief 
valve.  1963-65 have a slit opening, instead of circle, which appeared in 1966.

Relief valve
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250-350 HP Compressor Pulley 

It is 5-¼in O.D.

Notice the small holes in the center of the pulley.  In 1967, those holes 
changed to rectangles.

 

1964-65 NOS Condenser 

Showing the brackets and the spacing between the fins.
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1964-65 Original Condenser (Bowtie Car 65’) 

Showing the indentation that runs horizontally through the front of the 
condenser.

Indentation

 

1964-65 Original Condenser (Bowtie Car 65’) 

(Front view, right side); showing the horizontal indentation and the slope 
on the top of the condenser.

Indentation

Sloped
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Top View of Drier w/ Evaporator on one end and 
Condenser on the other end 

1963 uses In and Out, instead of Evap and Cond.

 

Original Accumulator Drier 

Notice how the sight glass is centered on the top of the drier.
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1964-65 Suction Throttle Valve

Notice the triangle, the 1963 have an arrow instead.

 

365 HP Compressor Pully (Top View)

It is 6 -3/8in O.D.

Notice the small holes within the diameter of the center of the pulley.
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365 HP Compressor Pulley (Side View)

365 HP Compressors have model #5910490 stamped on their Frigidaire 
foil sticker.

 

365 HP Compressor Pulley (Top View #2)
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Shrader Valve Caps
Notice the different shape of the reproduction compared to the original.  The 
reproduction has an edge and the dome is more rounded.  As the originals get older, 
they tend to lose their brass color and turn silverish instead.  The reproductions are 
actually copies of valves used from around 1967-72 or longer.

 

Front Mounting Bracket which attaches to the water 
pump

No part numbers but may be a foundry part or two.
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Adjusting Bracket located on the front of the 
compressor itself

Back Compressor Bracket that attaches to the 
compressor and the lower main bracket
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1963-65 Air Cleaner Base for Air Conditioned Cars

1963-1965 base engine and L75 air cleaner base used on air conditioned 
cars.  Notice the stamped metal tabs which index on top of the 
carburetor.

 

 

Corvette’s C4 Chief Engineer, Dave McLellan 
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Lone Star Regional, Frisco, TX 

October 22
st

 – 24
th

   

(Photo’s provided by Vinnie Peters, Restorer Editor.  Thanks Vinnie) 

        

                 As the Corvettes arrived they were staged in the garage for Operations judging as seen above. 

         

Done with Ops the cars proceeded to the convention floor where they were staged by year (for the most part) 

     

During the judging school this drivable chassis was           Still the year of the ’65, as seen on display in the  

used for educational purposes.  It’s beautiful!                     foyer. 
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On display and ready to be judged (lots of $$ here)                  More than just Corvettes on display.  Bob Bairs’s   

                                                                                                   CERV I fuel injection unit (The rocking horse) 

             

The judging begins!  Thanks to all the Judges.                          So does the tabulation.  Thanks you Tabulators. 

 

MAC was nicely represented, (Well, you be the judge!) 
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MAC Annual Meeting, Hagerstown, MD 

November 7, 2015 

If you made it to the Annual MAC Meeting yesterday, I know you had a great time! If you weren’t there, well, here is just 

a little bit of what you missed.  

Our guest speaker was Dave McLellan, Corvette Chief Engineer from 1975 to 1992. His presentation covered Corvette 

evolution from C3 to C4 and all the innovations that found their way into the C4 and ground breaking ZR-1. Dave 

discussed early work on C5, and the C4 technology that influenced or found its way directly into C6 & C7. We learned 

about the speed records set by C4 and how in many ways C4 was the first modern Corvette. Dave was candid about GM 

politics, the bean counters, Chevrolet culture, and ways the Corvette team overcame naysayers, complacency, fear of 

change and GM executive egos to build a world-record setting supercar. Mixed in along the way, Dave shared some fun 

stories and interesting trivia which kept the presentation entertaining. (“Can you put a four cylinder engine in that?”)  

Corvette fans recognize Zora Arkus-Duntov left huge shoes to fill. And I can assure you, it takes a strong personality to 

survive big company politics. Dave’s humility and understated mannerisms left me believing he climbed to Chief 

Engineer based on his intellect and “find a way to get it done” personality, not the shameless ambition of some you see 

reaching the top. 

 

We had 39 members and guests attend Dave’s presentation. Dave surprised the attendees by explaining that his wife 

Glenda had recently been diagnosed with cancer. Dave asked us to keep her in our hearts and prayers. I know all present 

in the meeting yesterday were deeply moved and grateful to comply. I respectfully pass on Dave's request to MAC 

members and the NCRS community who were not able to join us yesterday. That Dave traveled from Michigan to be a 

part of our meeting under these difficult circumstances speaks volumes about this man's character.                                32   



Pride was obvious to all throughout Dave’s presentation. One opinion I will share here because it resonated with me, 

Dave dislikes today’s omnipresent plastic engine covers. He said the engine styling to him was an important part of the 

total supercar package. I was reminded as he spoke of the gorgeous small block fuelies, so I certainly agree. (At car 

shows across the country, owners proudly open their hoods. Maybe we all feel the same.) In hindsight, the extra effort 

Dave put into engine ascetics is obvious to me now, and may explain his pose in the formal portrait below.  

 

 

 

Afterwards, Dave continued being generous with his time and gladly posed with us for photos. Dave autographed 

Corvette memorabilia and personalized copies of his book, Corvette from the Inside. Dave even went out to the parking 

lot and signed the glove box door on Jim Hofferbert’s green C4. I was personally grateful to get Dave's autograph on a 

1984 Corvette poster that had once decorated a wall in my grandfather's Chevrolet dealership.   

After Dave’s departure we quickly conducted outstanding Chapter business. Last year’s Elected Officers all accepted 

another term with one important exception, Sam Neide replaced Page Campbell as Judging Chair. I know I speak for all 

of MAC when I say we are all grateful for the work Page has contributed to the Chapter and NCRS. Sam is also well 

qualified to be our Judging Chair and I am certain he will do an outstanding job for MAC in 2016.  
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Your officers for 2016 will be; 

Chair  Jerry Duffey (serving another term) duffey302@cox.net   

Vice Chair Jim Board (serving another term)  jboard@cox.net   

Treasurer  Don Harris (serving another term)  donh45@yahoo.com   

Secretary  Steve Snyder (serving another term) steve_n_marie@comcast.net   

Judging Chair Sam Neide (replacing Page Campbell) sam.neide@verizon.net 

 

Before we adjourned, Jerry Duffey recognized 2014 Chairman John Carpenter and voiced our appreciation for his 

contributions. John was applauded and thanked by all present.  

 

 

 

The new venue used for this meeting was clean and comfortable. The agenda allowed plenty of time with a continental 

breakfast and later over lunch to discuss challenging repairs, catch up with one another and make new friends. I have 

some ideas for guest speakers to use next year. If you have any suggestions we should consider, please let me know! 

 

Regards, 

Jim Board 
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Mid-Atlantic Chapter      March 18, 2015 

Jerry Duffey - Chairman 

302 Royal Grant Dr.  

Williamsburg, VA 23185-4900 

 

This letter is to certify that the Mid-Atlantic Chapter, an affiliate of the National Corvette 

Restorers Society, Inc., has on March 18, 2015 fulfilled all the requirements for 

Chapter Status in the year 2015-2016, and is hereby duly recognized and Chartered by 

the National Board of Directors. 

 

This Charter expires on March 31, 2016. This Charter may be renewed yearly by the 

fulfillment of the requirements set forth by the National Corvette Restorers Society 

bylaws and the National Board of Directors. 

 

Congratulations to you and all members of the Mid-Atlantic Chapter! 

 

____________________________________ 

Mike Ingham, President 

 

____________________________________ 

Vito Cimilluca, Region III Director  
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Mid-Atlantic Chapter, National Corvette Restorers Society 

Membership Application and Renewal 

2016 

Name:  __________________________________ Spouse:  ____________________________ 

Address:  ____________________________________________________________________ 

City:  ___________________________________ State:  __________ Zip +4:  _______-_____ 

Home Phone:  ______-______-________                           Work/Cell:  _____-_____-________ 

Email Address_____________________________@__________________________________ 

NCRS # (Required):  ___________    Corvettes (Year) Currently Owned: _________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Annual Calendar Year Dues = $30.00 

$25.00 if paid by January 15, 2016.  (2 years = $50.00) 

$15.00 if paid after July 1st.  (½ year) 

Make check payable to: 

Mid-Atlantic Chapter, NCRS 

And mail to: 

Mid-Atlantic Chapter, NCRS 

Don Harris, Treasurer 

13805 Laurel Rock Ct. 

                                                                          Clifton, VA 20124                                                                            
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